
Model No. Dimensions Weight Dog age Size:Medium Material

21228 34 cm 220g Puppy, Adult For Dogs 15-35 lbs Rubber+Etpu

At Heao Group, our dedication to manufacturing outstanding engaging ETPU boomerang chew toy has made us a 
distinguished industry leader in China. The fetching boomerang toy for playing fetch with your pup. Made with 
combination rubber and E-TPU material,it’s durable,strong and last long! This boomerang dog toy is intended for 
tough playing but are not meant as a chew toy.

Advanced E-TPU and Rubber Construction:
Crafted from cutting-edge E-TPU (Expanded 
Thermoplastic Polyurethane) material on one side and 
sturdy rubber on the other, this dog toy showcases a 
modern and ingenious design. The E-TPU side offers 
exceptional toughness and resilience, while the rubber 
side features intricate paw print carvings, adding a touch 
of visual appeal and texture for your dog.
 
Boomerang-Shaped Design for Active Play:
The fetching E-TPU boomerang fetching dog toy 
enables you to engage in exhilarating fetch games with 
your dog. It is perfectly weighted for smooth and 
accurate throws, encouraging your pup to chase after it, 
providing a fantastic exercise opportunity for them to 
stay fit and healthy.
 
Durable Construction for Large Breeds:
The combination of E-TPU and rubber materials ensures 
that this toy is built to last, even with vigorous play from 
large dog breeds. Its sturdy build makes it suitable for 
robust chewers and ensures long-lasting enjoyment.

A Fusion of Innovation and Playfulness:
The integration of E-TPU and rubber in a single toy 
showcases an innovative approach to pet playthings. 
This combination offers durability, flexibility, and 
engaging textures, making it a standout choice for 
your furry friend's playtime.
 
In summary, our engaging ETPU chew toy presents an 
exceptional fusion of durability and interactive play. 
With its boomerang shape, durable construction, and 
enticing texture, this toy promises hours of playful 
enjoyment for your canine companion. Treat your 
beloved furry friend to this innovative and engaging 
toy, and watch them bound with joy and excitement 
during their playtime adventures!

Please contact us to get more inforamtion if you are insterested in this item.
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